
FABRIC & VELVET:
CARE GUIDE
Our expansive collection of fabric and velvet sofas consists of 
beautiful suites catering to a wide range of interior styles. Your 
comfort is our central focus, and we want to provide you with 
a comprehensive care guide, to ensure that your furniture stands 
the test of time feeling and looking its best. 

ROUTINE CARE & CLEANING:
We have teamed up with furniture experts, Guardsman, to create a Premium Fabric 
Care Kit. Including a fabric deodoriser, stain remover, and cleaner, we have you 
prepared for any eventuality, letting you clean up life’s little accidents with ease. 
Reacting to spillages quickly minimises the risk of permanent staining. For this 
reason, we recommend you keep one of our care kits close to hand. 

 THIS KIT CONTAINS:
• FABRIC CLEANER: Removes grime to 

keep fabric looking fresh. 

• FABRIC STAIN REMOVER: Removes 
any stains quickly to reduce risk of 
permanent staining. 

• FABRIC DEODORISER: Keeps fabrics 

smelling fresh.

* Test all products in a hidden area 
application to check for colour loss and/or 
changes in texture. Only continue if you 
are happy with the results.

FABRIC
CARE
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PROTECTING YOUR FURNITURE: 

• Avoid dragging your furniture across 
the floor. Sofas and armchairs can 
be heavy, so it is worth getting help 
to carry furniture between spaces 
and rooms in the home to avoid 
damaging carpets and flooring, 
while preventing any injuries. 

• Try not to perch on the arms or back      
of your furniture, as this can cause     

Gently brush or vacuum the 
fabric on at least a weekly basis. 
This reduces the chance of potential 
piling or bobbling, while also 
removing excess dust. 

Remove cushions where possible 
at least weekly and turn and rotate 
them. This allows both the foam and 
fabric covers to wear evenly. 

Remove the back cushions and plump 
them regularly. Most back cushions 
have a loose blended fiber filling 
that requires plumping to allow air to 
keep the fibers apart. 

Velvet sofas are renowned for their 
luxurious appearance. This type of 
upholstery will have a visible nap or 
pile. This catches the light in different 
ways, depending on the direction it 
lies in. This may need brushing from 
time to time. 

The pile may crush after time, which 
won’t affect its durability but will 
enhance the furniture’s character.

      the frame to become distorted. 

• Cosmetics and hair products       
may stain or cause damage to     
furniture. Wash your hands once 
you have applied your makeup      
or used styling products. Throws  
can also be layered over your      
furniture to protect these products 
from transferring.


